PA RT N E R S O LU T I O N B R I E F

Unify Disparate Sources of
Data with Precog & Wasabi
As the amount of data increases, so does its dispersion. The modern
enterprise may have critical data stored on an array of storage devices across
mediums: LTO tape, NAS systems, public clouds, and laptop hard drives, not
to mention application data. How can today’s businesses tackle this data
diaspora while allowing users to create and use their data as organically as
they want?
Precog is a no code solution that lets any user ingest data from any data
source, including thousands of SaaS applications, APIs, DBs, NoSQL DBs and
more into their Wasabi account. Create an analytics ready data lake with no
data engineer or technical skills required. Precog also lets users connect their
Wasabi accounts directly to any Business Intelligence or Machine Learning
tool including Tableau, PowerBI, Looker, Qlik, DataRobot and many more. Get
more value from your Wasabi data!

Wasabi Hot Cloud Storage Delivers
Breakthrough Economics and Performance
Wasabi is the hot cloud storage company delivering low-cost, fast and
reliable cloud storage on-demand. Wasabi’s solution is 80% less expensive
and is faster than first-generation cloud vendors. Wasabi hot cloud storage
is designed with eleven nines (99.999999999%) of object durability and
immutability that guarantees stored objects cannot be deleted or modified by
anyone. Not only is Wasabi 80% less expensive to store data than traditional
cloud providers, but there are also no fees for egress or API requests. Wasabi
keeps all files “hot” so it can be accessed in milliseconds. All Precog and
Wasabi customers can treat their data as hot, so they can shorten upload
windows and quickly access their files for faster retrieval times and more
efficient analysis.

Data Management and Instant Analytics with
Precog & Wasabi
Precog boasts an easy to use data browser interface for exploring your
Wasabi data which lets anybody find the key information they’re looking for
and use it immediately. Any user is also capable of adding additional sources
to Precog with no coding required.
Users are also able to quickly and easily perform analytics on their Wasabi
data. Precog acts as a bridge between Wasabi and numerous analytics
platforms including Snowflake, Tableau, DataRobot and many others. Through
a single-pane-of-glass, users can both manage their data across multiple
sources, ingest data into Wasabi, and perform analytics on that data.
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K E Y F E AT U R E S
•

Seamless integration with
analytics tools

•

Low-cost, high performance
data storage

•

Instantly load any application
or API data into Wasabi without
data engineering resources

•

No code approach for working
with all your Wasabi data

BENEFITS
•

Cost effective data access for
any user

•

Easily load any data into Wasabi

•

Leverage Wasabi performance
for fast insights

•

Turn your Wasabi data into
an analytics ready data lake
instantly

WASABI PARTNER SOLUTION BRIEF: Precog and Wasabi

BI, ML, Data
Warehouse tools

Data Sources

Load any data to Wasabi and perform instant analytics

About Precog
Precog is rethinking what’s possible with complex data transformation. Data has become increasingly large and complex,
end users have been cut off, and the data engineer has become paramount. Precog is changing this and giving access
and control back to the end users and business teams. Built by a global team spanning four countries, and supported
by our customers and partners we will continue to push the boundaries of both ease of use and hyper performance for
transforming massive complex data sets into ready to use analytic data tables for any application.

ABOUT WASABI
Wasabi provides simple, predictable and affordable hot cloud storage for businesses all over the world. It enables organizations to store and instantly access an infinite amount of data at 1/5th the price of the competition with no complex tiers or unpredictable egress fees. Trusted by customers worldwide, Wasabi has been recognized as one of technology’s fastest growing
and most visionary companies. Created by Carbonite co-founders and cloud storage pioneers David Friend and Jeff Flowers,
Wasabi has secured $140 million in funding to date and is a privately held company based in Boston.
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